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Congratulations to our Partner, 

FFrancesrances H. K H. Krasnowrasnow

Recognized among Chicago’s

2022 Top Women in the Law2022 Top Women in the Law
by

Chicago Daily Law Bulletin and 
Chicago Lawyer

We congratulate Fran and all of the 2022 Salute! honorees 
for their dedication, mentorship, and vision that further the 

advancement of women in law and in our communities.





SANDRA 
FRANTZEN

CONGRATULATIONS TO OUR SHAREHOLDER

Recognized among Chicago’s 
Top Women in Law

Sandra shines as a multi-faceted 
patent and technology attorney 
whose leadership inside and 
outside of the firm, vibrant 
practice, and commitment to 
diversity through her service 
to Arab American legal 
organizations earned her this 
well-deserved recognition. 

mcandrews-ip.com



Ann Ford

"Ann is a shining example of a
leader, mentor, and woman of
excellence in the practice of law.
Throughout her 30-year legal
career as a trial attorney, general
counsel, and corporate
compliance expert, she has led
teams, hospital departments, and
corporate divisions, sharing her
knowledge and expertise to guide
others along their professional
paths." — Marilee Clausing,
Managing Partner, Hall Prangle +
Schoonveld 

Recognized among Chicago's
Top Women in Law

HPS SALUTES

hpsadvise.comhpslaw.com

HALL PRANGLE AND SCHOONVELD, LLC

“Ann is the kind of attorney that
any law firm would love. She has
vast experience, proven legal
knowledge and the skill of
connecting with people in every
area of the legal profession. She
leads our consulting arm, HPS
Advise, practices law, mentors
younger attorneys and works to
build a strong legacy for the firm.”
— David C. Hall, Partner, Hall
Prangle + Schoonveld
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Congratulations to our 3rd Annual Women in Law Honorees

Inside this special edition of Chicago Lawyer are profiles of exceptional 
women leaders in the law who have been named as the Law Bulletin 
Media’s third annual Salute! Women in Law Award honorees. Each of 
them have this in common: they are making incredible impact on our 
profession, have achieved success while mentoring and promoting oth-
er women and have been shining examples of leadership. Earlier this 
year we put the call out for nominations of women lawyers who are 
leading the way. We received more than 300 nominations and select-
ing the honorees was not an easy job. There are so many incredible 
women in the Chicago legal profession. 

Even though our plan to a host a reception and awards ceremony was 
once changed by the pandemic, hopefully in 2023, we’ll all be able 
to raise a glass together and celebrate in person. Congratulations to 
this year’s honorees! Thanks for all you are doing and your efforts to 
advance other women in our profession.

A special custom content section produced by

A WOMEN IN LAW CELEBRATION

Peter Mierzwa
Publisher
Women in Law – Salute!

Adam Hrejsa 
Director
Women in Law – Salute!



KOGUT & WILSON
FAMILY LAW ATTORNEYS 

THE PERSONALIZED APPROACH 
YOUR FAMILY DESERVES 

Kogut & Wilson 
proudly congratulates 
Eva Matela Kogut 
on being named one of 
Chicago Daily Law Bulletin's 
2022 Women in Law honorees. 

EVA MATELA KOGUT 
eva@kogutwilson.com 
312.565.4100 

kogutwilson.com 

KOGUT & WILSON
FAMILY LAW ATTORNEYS 

THE PERSONALIZED APPROACH 
YOUR FAMILY DESERVES 

Kogut & Wilson 
proudly congratulates 
Eva Matela Kogut 
on being named one of 
Chicago Daily Law Bulletin's 
2022 Women in Law honorees. 

EVA MATELA KOGUT 
eva@kogutwilson.com 
312.565.4100 

kogutwilson.com 



THE DEPAUL UNIVERSITY 
COLLEGE OF LAW

DEAN JENNIFER ROSATO PEREA
"DEAN JENN"

Top Women in Law 
Award

on her



Her future is 
our future.

Cooley congratulates Chicago office co-founder Laurie Bauer 
and all the influential women lawyers selected for 

Chicago Daily Law Bulletin’s Women in Law Awards 2022.

© 2022 Cooley LLP, 3175 Hanover Street, Palo Alto, CA 94304 www.cooley.com



We Salute Women in Law

www.atticusrecruiting.com

Congratulations to Jill and to all of  
the 2022 Salute Honorees.
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GEMMA ALLEN
FOUNDER AND PARTNER
Allen & Glassman, Chartered

A co-founder of Ladden & Allen, Chartered (now Allen, 
Glassman & Schatz, LLC) Gemma Allen has represented 
thousands of men and women on matters spanning the 

entire range of family law issues.  Today, Gemma with her law 
partners, Todd Glassman and Jonathan Schatz, and their team 
provide the same level of attention to every case, whether it is a 
simple uncontested divorce or a high-stakes complex case.

She is a court-certified mediator in the Domestic Relations 
Division of the Circuit Court of Cook County and has previously 
served many families as a Guardian ad Litem/Child’s Representative.  
She is currently and has been repeatedly selected by her peers as a 
member of the Leading Lawyers Network, SuperLawyers, Martindale-
Hubbell AV Preeminent Lawyer, Lawyers of Distinction, and Best 
Lawyers.  She was also named as a 2017 Enterprising Women of the 
Year, has been named one of the Dynamic Women of Chicago, and 
a Woman of Influence, among other recognitions.

Gemma is a past president of The Lilac Tree, a resource for women 
at all stages of a divorce, and also a past president of the Forensic 
Forum, a membership organization which provided a platform for 
forensic experts in the family law field to share information, propose 
legislation, and work to improve the practice of family law.

As a long active member in the Illinois State Bar Association, 
Gemma has served as an appointed member of its Family Law 
Section Council, was co-chair of the Model Mediation Act sub-
committee, was appointed a member of the Governor’s Task Force 
on child support, and the Task Force on Attorneys for Children.  She 
is also a member of the Lake County Bar Association, Chicago Bar 
Association, and American Bar Association, as well as the Florida 
Bar.

Allen & Glassman is known for its history of hosting cutting-edge 
family law Better Beginnings, Fewer Endings Think Tanks ™, bring 
together judges, mental health practitioners, clergy, attorneys, 
and other interdisciplinary professionals who are interested in 
recognizing and addressing serious family law related matters.

Gemma is a co-author with retired Cook County Judge (now 
mediator) Michele Lowrance and financial writer and money advisor 
Terry Savage titled The New Love Deal: Everything You Must Know 
Before Marrying, Moving In, or Moving On! so that readers could 
learn to protect their financial futures.

She is an ongoing presence in the media through radio, and has 
been featured on WGN, articles, blogs, and seminars regarding the 
many intersections of business, professional and collegiate sports, 
and family law.
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Laurie Bauer is a founding partner of Cooley’s Chicago office, 
which opened in May 2021. She joined the firm as a partner in its 
international, market-leading emerging companies and venture 

capital practice, and currently serves as co-head of Cooley’s Chicago 
corporate group. Laurie’s practice is focused on representing emerging 
and growth-stage companies and the investors who support them, 
including venture capital and private equity firms and family offices. 
She regularly advises clients on myriad capital raising transactions, 
ranging from seed to large late-stage financings. Laurie also counsels 
companies at all stages on a wide variety of day-to-day corporate 
matters.

While her clients are not limited to northern Illinois, Laurie has 
focused on Chicago and the greater Midwest, and strived to make a 
meaningful contribution to the region’s growing venture ecosystem.

In addition to maintaining her practice, Laurie’s leadership 
responsibilities at Cooley have included a wide range of strategic and 
hiring initiatives. The office opened with 10 partners and – just over 
a year later – now counts approximately 50 lawyers, more than half 
of whom are women and nearly half of whom are racially diverse 
or identify as LGBTQ+. Laurie has contributed to Cooley Chicago’s 
success by helping to recruit and build a transformative team of staff 
and lawyers who share a commitment to excellence, client service, 
innovation and the firm’s enduring dedication to building an enterprise 
that reflects equality for all. 

Acknowledging her own strong female role models, business 
partners and other mentors, Laurie prioritizes paying their influence 
forward by supporting, mentoring and providing opportunities to 
other female lawyers. Laurie has played an active role in growing 
Cooley Chicago’s formal mentoring program, which provides learning 
opportunities and support for lawyers in the firm’s Chicago office so 
they can develop their skills in Cooley’s collaborative culture.

Beyond Cooley, Laurie works to promote growth and diversity in 
Chicago’s greater professional community, specifically in the startup 
ecosystem and entrepreneurial community. She serves on the board of 
directors of 1871, a Chicago nonprofit that serves to support founders 
with an idea, growth stage teams and corporate innovators. 

Laurie is also involved in Cooley’s partnership with Hyde Park 
Angels, a Chicago-centered venture capital group focused on angel 
investments. She believes the Midwest is an emerging global hub 
of opportunity and enjoys working with early-stage companies and 
entrepreneurs, including many with women founders.

Laurie has lectured at Northwestern Pritzker School of Law, the 
University of Michigan Law School and other organizations with 
large-scale reach on topics relating to venture financings and other 
corporate matters. She has three daughters and hopes they will find 
Chicago to be a community of immense opportunity and support in 
the future.

Laurie earned her J.D. from the University of Pennsylvania Carey Law 
School in 2005 after receiving her B.A. from Carleton College, where 
she was a three-sport varsity athlete. Before joining Cooley, she 
was a partner at Latham & Watkins, where she developed her 
practice and gained valuable experience working with a 
wide range of clients.

LAURIE BAUER
PARTNER, FOUNDING PARTNER – Chicago Office
Cooley LLP
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Kenyatta Beverly is Labor and Employment Counsel for The 
Davey Tree Expert Company.  Davey provides a wide range of 
arboricultural, horticultural, environmental, utility support, 

and consulting services to customers throughout the U.S. and 
Canada.  Davey employs nearly 13,000 employees, making it one of 
the largest employee-owned companies in the country.  Kenyatta 
provides Davey’s executive team, Board of Directors, operations 
management, and human resources department with trusted 
strategic counsel on all labor and employment related issues.  

From her first day at Davey, Kenyatta has been a force for 
meaningful change, encouraging the implementation of policies 
that make Davey an even more inclusive workplace for all 
employees.  Kenyatta was instrumental to the formation of Davey’s 
Justice, Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion Committee, and along with 
her human resources partners, formally created Employee Affinity 
Groups.

Prior to joining Davey, Kenyatta served as the Director of Labor 
Relations for Acero Charter Schools, Inc.; as Labor Relations Counsel 
for the State of Illinois; as an Administrative Law Judge at the Illinois 
Labor Relations Board; and as an associate at both Rooney Rippie & 
Ratnaswamy LLP and Mayer Brown LLP. 

Kenyatta is also heavily involved in various civic and professional 
organizations.  In particular, from 2020-2021, she was the President 
of the Black Women Lawyers’ Association of Greater Chicago, Inc., 
an organization founded in 1987, dedicated to addressing issues 
unique to Black women attorneys and law students, supporting 
their advancement in the profession, and advancing civil and 
human rights.  Kenyatta led BWLA during the height of the 
COVID-19 pandemic, rising to the challenge of successfully leading 
during the most challenging times.  Under her leadership, BWLA 
launched the Law Student Hardship Grant; awarded nearly $50,000 
in scholarships; and formed the Expungement & Sealing and Civil 
Rights Action committees. 

Kenyatta cares deeply for our youth and mentors students at all 
grade levels, from elementary through law school.  Representation 
is extremely important to Kenyatta because she would not be an 
attorney if she had not met a Black woman law student during 
a 3rd grade field trip.  That encounter left an indelible imprint on 
Kenyatta that sparked her interest in the law.  Kenyatta hopes to 
have a similar positive impact on the students that she mentors, 
even if they pursue a career outside of the law. 

Kenyatta is a recognized leader and has been honored by multiple 
organizations.  Notably, in 2021, Diversity MBA Magazine named 
her a Top 100 Under 50 Executive Leader.  Additionally, in 2020, 
she received the She Shines Award from Girls Inc. of Chicago, an 
organization that seeks to inspire girls to be strong, smart, and bold.  
Kenyatta was recently appointed to Girls Inc.’s Associate Board.

Kenyatta is from East St. Louis, Illinois.  She earned her B.A. from 
the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign and her J.D. from the 
University of Wisconsin Law School.  Kenyatta is a proud member 

of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.  She loves fishing, enjoys 
weightlifting, is a Plant Momma, eats way too many Sour Patch 

Kids, and lives for her air fryer.

KENYATTA BEVERLY
LABOR AND EMPLOYMENT COUNSEL
The Davey Tree Expert Company
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Carolyn Blessing is a Partner in Locke Lord’s Chicago office and 
a member of the Firm’s IP Pharmaceutical Practice Group, 
concentrating her practice in IP pharmaceutical matters 

and Hatch-Waxman litigation. A Partner at the Firm since 2016, 
she represents pharmaceutical and biotechnology companies in 
all aspects of federal intellectual property litigation, including pre-
litigation activities, Paragraph IV Certifications, filing, fact and expert 
discovery, claim construction, motion practice, pre-trial, trial, post-
trial and appellate phases. Most recently, she had significant roles 
in two fully virtual federal trials. A highly respected thought leader 
in her field, Carolyn regularly speaks and writes on topics related 
to law, policy, and advancement of women in the legal profession. 

Carolyn serves as the Firm’s Chicago office Hiring Partner and 
is a member of its Women’s Initiative and Law School Recruiting 
Coordinating Committee. She is immensely passionate about the 
advancement of women throughout their careers and is committed 
to empowering other female attorneys to develop their own 
strengths. Carolyn serves as the current Vice Chair of the National 
Board of the Coalition of Women’s Initiatives in Law, a nonprofit 
membership association dedicated to enhancing the recruitment, 
retention and promotion of women lawyers and supporting women’s 
initiatives in law firms and companies. She has served in various 
leadership positions within the organization both nationally and in 
Chicago, including as past President and member of the Executive 
Committee for the Chicago Chapter, Secretary and Treasurer of the 
National Board, and she continues to serve as the Chicago Board 
Liaison for Locke Lord. Carolyn also received the Coalition’s 2018 
Leadership Award for her work in support of its mission.

In addition, Carolyn has been recognized for her significant 
contributions to the Chicago legal community through her active 
engagement in several organizations across the city. In 2021 she was 
named by Crain’s Chicago Business as a 2021 Notable Rising Star 
in Law. She enjoys giving back to the community and consistently 
encourages young professionals to be involved in organizations 
they are passionate about. A staunch supporter of Chicago Women 
in Intellectual Property (ChiWIP), Carolyn was among the first of 
its members. Carolyn also volunteers her time with Step Up, an 
organization dedicated to help girls and gender-expansive teens 
who may be facing systemic barriers to unlock their potential by 
empowering them to become confident, career-focused and ready 
to join the next generation of leaders, as a mentor. She served as 
Chair of the St. Procopius Legal Aid Clinic from 2014 through 2016, 
for which she earned the 2016 Distinguished Service Award from 
Chicago Volunteer Legal Services. She has also served as a Board 
member with the Richard Linn American Inn of Court. 

An ardent supporter of the arts throughout Chicago, Carolyn has 
been deeply involved with the Joffrey Ballet since 2012. Currently, 
she Co-Chairs its Generation J Leadership Council (formerly the 
Joffrey Auxiliary Board), a position she has held since 2016. Carolyn 
previously served as Vice President of the Board for 137 Films, a 
nonprofit documentary production company that promotes 
science through storytelling. 

CAROLYN BLESSING
PARTNER
Locke Lord
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After eight years in private practice with boutique litigation 
firms, Eleanor P. Cabreré joined Navistar, Inc. in 2001 as an 
Attorney.   She quickly rose within the ranks of Navistar, 

holding numerous positions and managing various practice groups, 
with increasing levels of responsibility.   These roles form the 
foundation of Eleanor’s wide breadth of experience in various areas 
of legal practice and extensive knowledge of the truck and school 
bus industries.  Eleanor currently serves as Senior Vice President, 
General Counsel and Corporate Secretary of Navistar International 
Corporation, a part of the TRATON GROUP.   She previously served 
as Deputy General Counsel, Corporate Secretary and Chief Litigation 
Counsel at Navistar, Inc.  Navistar International Corporation is a 
holding company, with its headquarters based in Lisle, Illinois.  Its 
subsidiaries and affiliates produce International® brand commercial 
trucks, proprietary diesel engines and IC Bus ™ brand school and 
commercial buses.   Other affiliates provide truck and diesel engine 
service parts and financing services. 

With a keen legal mind and business acumen, Eleanor has 
counseled Navistar through challenging economic times, an ever-
changing regulatory environment, and technological advancements 
within the industry.   Throughout her legal career at Navistar, she 
has also played a key role in successfully navigating the company 
through significant litigation and negotiating and completing 
strategic commercial transactions.  She played a pivotal role in the 
2017 Strategic Alliance with TRATON SE, and later the merger with 
TRATON in 2021.  Eleanor understands the truck industry and the 
needs of the business and uses that knowledge to provide sound 
and practical counsel.   Her often unique perspective, exceptional 
problem-solving skills and ability to question conventional thinking 
have led to the successful resolution of numerous challenges facing 
Navistar as well as the execution of strategic initiatives.

For approximately a decade, Eleanor has served as the executive 
sponsor for the Office of the General Counsel’s Diversity Committee.   
In 2008, she received the Company’s highest honor, the Chairman’s 
Award.  She was a finalist for another Navistar award in 2020 that 
celebrates the accomplishments of women in the company.

For many years, Eleanor has been an invited panelist for various 
programs hosted by professional organizations or corporations.  Since 
its inception in the early 2000s, Eleanor has been a member of the 
Black Law Students Association Alumni Board at Indiana University, 
Mauer School of Law, holding various positions throughout the 
years, including President.  She is also an active member of Jack & Jill 
of America, Inc., an organization of mothers dedicated to nurturing 
future African-American leaders by strengthening children through 
leadership development, volunteer service, philanthropic giving and 
civic duty.  

Eleanor earned her bachelor’s degree in Economics from 
Northwestern University and her juris doctorate from Indiana 
University, Maurer School of Law, Order of the Barristers.

Eleanor lives in Naperville with her husband, three children and 
two dogs.  She is an avid sports fan, in particular football and 

basketball.  She enjoys traveling, music and Northwestern 
football games.

ELEANOR CABRERÉ
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT, GENERAL COUNSEL 
AND CORPORATE SECRETARY
Navistar, Inc.
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SARA M. DAVIS
PARTNER
Cogan & Power, P.C.

Sara Davis joined Cogan & Power in 2018 as the firm’s first 
female partner. She concentrates her practice in the areas 
of catastrophic personal injuries, wrongful death, medical 

malpractice, and FELA claims. 
Sara has helped achieve dozens of multi-million-dollar settlements 

and verdicts in her sixteen years of practice. Last year Sara was part 
of the trial team that obtained a record $42 million dollar verdict in 
Kendall County on behalf of a paralyzed veteran. The previous high 
verdict in Kendall County was thirteen million.   Sara has tried cases 
throughout Illinois and Wisconsin in both state and federal court. 
She has successfully appealed cases in the Illinois Appellate Court as 
well as the US Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit. 

Opposing counsel has described Sara as a fierce advocate for 
her clients. She is well prepared, detail oriented, and always a 
professional. Sara’s poise and intellect offer her a presence both 
inside and outside the courtroom.  Sara is often asked by colleagues 
to consult on cases to share her knowledge, strategy, and skill. 

Sara is humbled that her clients invite her into their lives during 
the worst and most frightening days of their lives.  Sara navigates 
them through the complex and difficult litigation process to 
ensure their voices are heard and they receive full compensation 
for their losses. Sharing this experience with her clients has resulted 
in close relationships that last well beyond the end of their legal 
representation. 

Sara’s skills and achievements have been recognized by her peers 
as she was named as one of the Law Bulletin’s Media’s 40 Illinois 
Attorneys to Watch Under Forty in 2015, a Rising Star for the last 
nine years and ascending to the designation of Super Lawyer. She 
was also recognized as a Top 10 Female Lawyer under 40 in Illinois 
in 2020.  She has received the service award from the Women’s Bar 
Association and the Volunteer Lawyer of the Year Award from the 
Lake County Bar Association. 

Sara is well respected by her colleagues. Sara is often asked to 
speak to legal professionals. She has spoken at a number of events 
including for the Attorney Information Exchange Group, Women’s 
Bar Association, Association of Plaintiff Interstate Trucking Lawyers, 
Illinois State Bar Association, and is a frequent speaker for the Illinois 
Trial Lawyers Association. She has written a number of articles for 
various legal publications and has held leadership positions within 
several legal organizations, including most recently being the Chair 
for the Illinois Trial Lawyers Women’s Caucus. Sara is dedicated to 
mentoring law students and young lawyers and has served as a 
mentor through the IL Supreme Court’s 2Civility program for many 
years. 

Sara lives in Chicago with her husband, Tim, and her daughter 
Samantha.  



NANCY DEPODESTA
PARTNER
Saul Ewing Arnstein & Lehr LLP
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Nancy DePodesta serves as co-chair of Saul Ewing Arnstein 
& Lehr’s White Collar and Government Enforcement 
Practice. A highly acclaimed trial lawyer and former federal 

prosecutor, she represents organizations and individuals in white 
collar criminal defense cases, internal investigations and corporate 
compliance matters. She has extensive experience conducting 
sensitive investigations for high-profile companies, universities and 
other entities involving allegations of potential criminal violations 
and other claims of misconduct. Nancy also represents individual 
clients in government investigations and enforcement actions 
or prosecutions being conducted by U.S. Attorney’s Offices, the 
Securities & Exchange Commission, Internal Revenue Service, 
Federal Bureau of Investigation, various Offices of the Inspector 
General, and other law enforcement and regulatory agencies. These 
investigations and charges span a range of potential violations 
including mail and wire fraud, securities fraud, tax fraud, health care 
fraud, public corruption and bribery. 

Throughout her years at the firm, Nancy has led teams of 
attorneys in conducting investigations on a variety of issues, 
including allegations involving misstatements made by corporate 
representatives in company filings, the purported failure of a 
University to not properly investigate and address complaints 
of sexual misconduct by a tenured professor, as well as the 
misappropriation of funds for personal gain by a Vice President 
of Operations and CFO of a company. She has also represented 
a charter school, companies, corporate executives, mid-level 
employees, state officials and others who are under investigation by 
various law enforcement and regulatory agencies.

Prior to joining the firm, Nancy served for twelve years as an 
Assistant United States Attorney for the Northern District of Illinois. 
She tried eighteen federal cases, including complex, multi-week, 
multi-defendant trials and briefed and argued multiple appeals 
before the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit. In honor of 
her service, she was awarded the Chicago Crime Commission Star of 
Distinction and recognized for superior performance as an Assistant 
United States Attorney by the United States Attorney’s Office and 
Federal Bureau of Investigation. 

Nancy’s continued excellence as an attorney and sincere 
investment in her colleagues makes her an inspiring role model 
and a trusted champion. While continuing to provide outstanding 
advocacy and service to clients, she offers tremendous support, 
encouragement and guidance to the next generation of women 
attorneys, and works to advance women lawyers and leaders as a 
Steering Committee member for the firm’s Women’s Development 
Initiative. In recognition of her leadership and influence, Nancy 
was named to the Notable Gen X Leaders in Law list by Crain’s 
Chicago Business in 2021. She has been named one of “America’s 
Leading Lawyers in Litigation: White-Collar Crime & Government 
Investigations” by Chambers USA since 2019 and ranked as a 
Litigation Star by Benchmark Litigation since 2021. 

Based on her work as a federal prosecutor, Nancy was 
appointed to a one-year term as a Commissioner on the 

Illinois Concealed Carry Licensing Review Board — and was 
recently reappointed for a four-year term.  



JILL FELKINS
SHAREHOLDER
Segal McCambridge
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Jill Felkins has been appointed the Managing Shareholder 
of the firm’s Chicago office. She is the founder and co-chair 
of Forward Together, the firm’s women’s initiative. She also 

serves as a member of the firm’s Strategic Planning Committee 
and Diversity, Equity & Inclusion Committee. Jill joined the firm out 
of law school in 2007. She became a shareholder in 2016. 

Jill Felkins has been appointed the managing shareholder of 
Segal McCambridge Singer & Mahoney Chicago office. She is the 
founder and co-chair of Forward Together, the firm’s women’s 
initiative. She also serves as a member of the firm’s Strategic 
Planning Committee and Diversity, Equity & Inclusion Committee. 
Jill joined the firm out of the Indiana University Bloomington 
Maurer School of Law in 2007 and became a shareholder in 2016. 

Jill is a trial and appellate attorney who devotes her practice to 
defending clients in the areas of product liability, premises liability, 
consumer claims including FDCPA and TCPA matters, construction 
negligence, personal injury, class action, toxic tort, environmental 
litigation, transportation and trucking. 

Jill provides a wide range of litigation services to her clients from 
initial analysis and pretrial workup through trial and appeal. She 
practices in state and federal courts in Illinois, Indiana and beyond. 
Clients trust that Jill will tailor a unique and strategic approach to 
best serve their needs and achieve a favorable outcome. 

She has obtained summary judgment for national and local 
clients in multiple areas of law, including premises, toxic tort, 
transportation and environmental contamination coverage 
litigation. Her appellate practice includes favorable results in post-
trial and interlocutory appeals.

Jill is on the Board of Directors for the Illinois Chapter of the 
Alzheimer’s Association, and she serves as chair of the Board 
Development and Recruitment Committee. She also volunteers as 
a guardian ad litem through Chicago Volunteer Legal Services.

She has been honored in 2019 in Law Bulletin Media’s Forty 
Under 40 and Emerging Lawyers in 2017 and Rising Stars in 2014.
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Ann Ford’s healthcare career is defined by her exceptional 
leadership across many facets of the industry. She has 
served as in-house counsel to two large, metropolitan 

health systems, as a C-suite executive at a leading medical device 
manufacturer, and even worked as a practitioner, beginning her 
career as a nurse who provided care to high-risk obstetrics patients. 

Now, as a partner at Hall Prangle and Schoonveld (HPS) and 
managing director of HPS Advise, the firm’s consulting arm, she puts 
that that diversity of experience to work on behalf of her clients.

Ann came to HPS in 2019 after nearly nine years as Deputy 
General Counsel, Global Chief Ethics and Compliance Officer and 
Global Privacy Officer at Medline Industries. There, she developed 
the global ethics, compliance, conflict of interest, privacy, anti-
corruption, and medical affairs programs. Before that, Ann was 
Vice President and General Counsel for two Chicago-area hospitals 
in succession, Rush North Shore Medical Center and Rush Copley 
Medical Center.

Another hallmark of Ann’s career is her commitment to 
mentorship and philanthropy. An active and passionate volunteer, 
Ann serves on the board of trustees and is the founding Co-Chair 
of the Women’s Leadership Council at Roosevelt University of 
Roosevelt University in Chicago. She also is a board member of 
NorthShore University Health System, Northwest Community 
Healthcare, Giordano Dance Chicago, Medical Affairs Professional 
Society, and the Partnership for a Connected Illinois. As part of that 
philanthropic service, Ann has chaired numerous committees and 
working groups.

Ann also serves as a formal and informal mentor to students, 
attorneys, and professionals. While at Medline and as a hospital 
executive, Ann championed the members of her teams—many 
of whom were women—as they became specialists and leaders in 
their fields. She now mentors nursing students at her alma mater, 
Marquette University in Milwaukee, and also serves as a mentor 
to students at Roosevelt University. Likewise, she continues to 
informally mentor attorneys and non-attorneys both at HPS and 
HPS Advise. 

Ann studied law at DePaul University, earning her J.D. in 1992. 
She then joined Locke Lord (then called Lord Bissell & Brook) as a 
medical malpractice attorney. She practiced there for nearly eight 
years, working alongside several of the attorneys she would later 
rejoin at HPS.

In her legal work at HPS, Ann guides her clients through the 
complexity of healthcare regulations including issues around 
physician contracts and credentialing, anti-kickback statutes, 
employment, and the growing challenges presented by the 
collection and electronic retention of patient health information. 

At HPS Advise, Ann leads a team of professionals that consults 
with healthcare organizations, hospital systems, life science 
companies and manufacturers of durable medical equipment and 
home medical equipment. The HPS Advise team has expertise in 

forensic discovery of digital health records, compliance, conflict 
of interest, and privacy programs, and healthcare risk 

management, particularly in the field of obstetrics. 

ANN FORD
PARTNER AND MANAGING DIRECTOR 
HPS ADVISE
Hall Prangle & Schoonveld
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Sandra Frantzen is a partner at McAndrews Held & Malloy 
where, for over 20 years, she has assisted clients in building 
intellectual property portfolios and resolving worldwide 

intellectual property disputes. Sandra serves as lead trial and 
outside counsel for start-up and Fortune 500 companies, focusing 
on patent litigation and intellectual property counseling in the 
medical device, pharmaceutical, chemical, biotechnology, and 
consumer products industries. 

Sandra has appeared as lead trial counsel on behalf of clients in 
federal courts throughout the country, has managed worldwide 
patent litigations and disputes, and has handled disputes with 
alleged damages in the hundreds of millions. Sandra participates 
in all aspects of dispute resolution from pre-litigation consultation 
to trial and appellate work. Her work includes assessing legal 
issues surrounding clients’ technologies, formulating litigation 
and dispute resolution strategy, appearing and arguing in 
court, handling jury trials and arbitration proceedings, and 
spearheading mediation and settlement sessions. One client from 
an international biotechnology company stated, “Sandra was 
absolutely instrumental in the successful defense and resolution 
of this case that was, quite literally, ‘bet the company’ litigation. 
This experience led my company to work with Sandra on multiple 
other matters, and she has never failed to deliver….As a client and 
as a professional colleague, this is one lawyer that I definitely want 
on my side of the table.”

Sandra is a member of the Patent Bar and is registered to practice 
before the U.S. Patent Office. She has served as lead trial counsel in 
several inter partes review proceedings and has received multiple 
favorable decisions from the Patent Trial and Appeal Board after 
full trial on the merits.  

Sandra regularly advises clients on transactional issues 
including strategic intellectual property development, acquisition, 
protection, and enforcement.  She is experienced in evaluating 
patent portfolios, drafting and negotiating license and 
manufacturing agreements, performing due diligence review and 
analysis of intellectual property rights for corporate acquisitions 
and mergers, and assigning clients in obtaining patent, copying, 
and trademark registrations. Sandra has served as lead intellectual 
property counsel assisting clients in corporate acquisitions. 

Sandra has degrees in chemistry and environmental science and 
graduated with honors from The University of Chicago Law School.  
Sandra is past President, and currently serves on the Board, of the 
Arab American Bar Association of Illinois (AABAR). She is a founding 
Steering Committee member of the National Arab American Bar 
Association.  She serves on the working executive committee of 
the Alliance of Bar Associations for Judicial Screening and is the co-
chair of the Judicial Evaluation Committee of AABAR.  Sandra was 
named one of the “40 Illinois Attorneys Under 40” and received the 
Building Bridges award in a joint endeavor between the Decalogue 
Society and AABAR. 

SANDRA FRANTZEN
SHAREHOLDER
McAndrews
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MARGARET GISCH
PARTNER, PRACTICE GROUP CHAIR
Golan Christie Taglia LLP

Margaret (Peggy) A. Gisch serves as litigation practice 
group chair at Golan Christie Taglia and represents clients 
throughout Chicagoland in matters related to trade 

secrets, shareholder disputes, restrictive covenants, defending 
employment claims and contract issues. She is a member of GCT’s 
executive committee and has gained recognition for her detail-
oriented and strategic approach to counseling clients in their most 
important matters.

Peggy’s success as an attorney is due to her strong commitment 
to her profession. Her passion for legal advocacy and role as a 
mentor within the firm sets her apart and inspires her colleagues to 
serve their clients to the best of their abilities. 

Beyond Gisch’s legal work on behalf of clients, she has played an 
outsized role in ensuring that the firm remains a diverse, inclusive 
and welcoming place for all individuals. She was largely responsible 
for the hiring of several women attorneys and actively mentors many 
younger lawyers as they forge their careers. She has been influential 
in leading young lawyers and encouraging them to carve their own 
paths as they build their practice. Peggy’s dedication to diversity 
and inclusion is also evident in the number of women that inhabit 
leadership roles at GCT, including, for example, the employment law 
practice group, which she started many years ago. Her aptitude for 
identifying promising young lawyers has allowed GCT to grow as a 
firm substantially in both experience and culture. 

Outside of the firm, Peggy enjoys connecting with the culinary 
diversity found in Chicago and traveling to new destinations. She is 
a member and fund raiser with Chicago’s Cystic Fibrosis Foundation 
chapter. As a proud alumna of Saint Mary’s College, Peggy has spent 
time speaking to students at the college and has even recruited law 
students to join the firm after their studies. She shares her time 
with students at various law schools across the Midwest to discuss 
their aspirations in the legal field and mentors them on the best 
paths they can take to accomplish their goals. Peggy is consistently 
recognized by Illinois Super Lawyers for her exceptional legal work 
and commitment to the profession.
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PATRICIA BROWN HOLMES
MANAGING PARTNER
Riley Safer Holmes & Cancila LLP

As a former state court judge, experienced prosecutor, and 
defense lawyer, Riley Safer Holmes & Cancila LLP (RSHC) 
Managing Partner Patricia Brown Holmes is renowned 

for her comprehensive trial experience and wisdom as a trusted 
advisor for clients. Over the past decade and a half, in her role as a 
successful and sought-after defense attorney, she has focused her 
practice on high-stakes, “bet-the-company” commercial disputes 
and litigation; class actions; investigations and white collar criminal 
defense; environmental, social, and governance issues (ESG) such 
as diversity audits; and risk, reputation, and crisis management 
counseling for her wide range of public and private corporate 
clients.

A woman of exceptional talent, intelligence, and vitality, Patricia 
has chalked up enough accomplishments to fill three lifetimes. She 
is the first African-American woman to manage and have her name 
on the door of a national law firm that is not women- or minority-
owned, and one of just a handful of Illinois lawyers who have tried 
cases in state, city, and federal court as well as state appellate, 
federal appellate, and Illinois Supreme Court. She is also co-writer of 
a brief that was presented before the US Supreme Court. Patricia is 
an avid and committed champion of diversity, equity, and inclusion 
in the legal profession, as demonstrated most concretely by RSHC’s 
39% women and 33% racial/ethnic minorities percentages, which 
far exceed the national averages.

Patricia practices the art of communicating with government 
officials by employing equal measures of conviction, clarity, and 
tact. Her experience on both sides of the bench has given her 
valuable insight into how to analyze cases from all angles. This rare 
combination makes her a powerful asset, valuable partner, and 
trusted counselor to clients across industries, including education, 
transportation, manufacturing, entertainment, industrial, health 
care, and food and beverage.

Patricia has received countless accolades for her impressive 
professional achievements and for her dedication to the legal 
industry. Recently she was selected a Managing Partner of the Year 
honoree by Corporate Counsel Women, Influence & Power in Law 
Awards 2021, appointed Co Chair of the National Football League 
(NFL) Diversity Advisory Council (DAC), and received the 2022 Top 
10 Illinois Super Lawyers distinction.

A trusted advocate and community leader, Patricia serves 
on the University of Illinois System Board of Trustees and The 
Chicago Network. She chairs the board of Just the Beginning – A 
Pipeline Organization. She is a former President of the Chicago 
Bar Association, Black Women Lawyers’ Association, and Harriet’s 
Daughters. She is a former board member of La Rabida Children’s 
Hospital. She has served in a variety of appointed positions such as 
the Special Prosecutor in the Laquan McDonald matter, the Trustee 
of Burr Oak Cemetery, and as co-chair of the Judicial Selection 
Commission for the U.S. District Court for the Northern District of 
Illinois.
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Cecilia A. Horan is a judge is the Circuit Court of Cook County.  
She joined the bench in 2017, and presently sits in the General 
Chancery Division where she hears a wide variety of cases 

seeking equitable and other relief.  She was formerly assigned to 
the Mortgage Foreclosure/Mechanics Lien section of the Chancery 
Division, and the First Municipal Division, where she presided over 
cases involving tort and contract claims, evictions, and traffic 
matters.  

Prior to her judicial service, Judge Horan was a litigation partner 
at the national law firm of Hinshaw & Culbertson LLP, where she 
practiced for 20 years. Her law practice mainly involved the defense 
of individuals and businesses in high-exposure and complex personal 
injury lawsuits. She was actively involved in firm culture: she was a 
co-chair of her firm’s mentoring committee in the Chicago office 
and a co-founder of her firm’s LGBTQ affinity group. 

Judge Horan is a member of the Illinois Judges Association (“IJA”), 
and co-chairs its Media Committee.  Her committee founded the 
IJA’s Judicial Independence Project, which endeavors to educate 
the public, through videos, social media, and community outreach, 
about the important concept of judicial independence - the 
foundation of fair and competent decision making based on facts 
and law, without regard to outside pressure or political influence.

Judge Horan is the vice president of the Alliance of Illinois Judges 
(“AIJ”), an association of LGBTQ judges in the Illinois state and federal 
judiciary.  She is also the immediate-past president of LAGBAC, 
Chicago’s LGBTQ+ Bar Association, one of the largest and most 
respected LGBTQ bar associations in the country.  She continues to 
sit on the organization’s board of directors, and is a co-chair of its 
Mentoring Committee.  

As a lawyer and a judge, Judge Horan has organized and presented 
numerous continuing legal education programs on topics ranging 
from litigation strategy to the state of the law affecting women 
and minorities.  In April and June, she, along with some colleagues, 
presented a program entitled “LGBTQ People in Your Courtroom” to 
judges around the state at the Illinois judiciary’s bi-annual judicial 
education conference.  The program was designed to give judges a 
greater understanding of legal issues affecting LGBTQ families and 
cultural competency in working with LGBTQ legal professionals and 
litigants.

Judge Horan believes strongly in the benefits of mentoring, for 
both the mentor and the mentee.  She feels blessed to have had 
many wonderful mentors throughout her life, and has acted as a 
mentor to many.  She encourages young people to find mentors, 
both through organized mentoring programs and casually, and 
frequently reminds her mentees to pay it forward when they are in 
a position to mentor a young person.

Judge Horan lives in the northern suburbs with her wife and their 
two children. 

HON. CECILIA HORAN
CIRCUIT COURT OF COOK COUNTY
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Janelle Ibeling is a partner in Sidley’s award-winning Investment 
Funds practice where she has practiced law for almost two 
decades. With Chicago playing a major role in the global hedge 

fund industry, Janelle uses her front-row seat to advise investment 
managers and investors on the structure and operational needs 
of hedge funds and private equity funds. She counsels clients in 
connection with single investor funds, managed accounts, co-
investments, and regulatory matters. Janelle spends a significant 
amount of time advising asset managers on life cycle events, 
including agreements among principals, seeding capital, spin-outs of 
funds/teams of employees, revenue shares, and acquisitions/sales of 
equity.

Highly regarded by clients and peers, Janelle is ranked in the 2022 
edition of Chambers USA for Investment Funds: Hedge Funds in 
the USA – Nationwide, where clients have indicated she is “a great 
lawyer who is a pleasure to work with.” Clients have also highlighted 
her “outstanding legal skills” and “cutting-edge knowledge.” Clients 
commented in the 2021 edition that she “handles extremely 
important and sensitive negotiations with our high-profile clients.” 
She has also been described as “extraordinarily talented” in the 
client comment section of The Legal 500 USA. Janelle has also been 
recognized in Who’s Who Legal: Private Funds 2018 – 2022. Janelle 
earned her law degree from the University of Minnesota. 

Janelle prioritizes mentoring through extensive involvement at 
Sidley and in the community. She is involved with the renowned 
Chicago Scholars, which mentors high school students aspiring to 
be first generation college students. Janelle regularly mentors young 
female lawyers through a Chicago-based mentoring program.  Janelle 
is a prominent leader, mentoring and developing careers of young 
Sidley lawyers through the Evaluation of Associates Committee and 
the Diversity Mentoring Program. 

Emma Rodriguez-Ayala, General Counsel of Legal & General 
Investment Management America said, “When I first started my 
career, Janelle was instrumental in showing me the ropes, helping me 
navigate partner dynamics, and sharing the joys of afternoon frozen 
yogurt as the energy boost for a long evening of work.  She was my 
first call both when I needed work and when I was overwhelmed 
with work. I ultimately decided that I wanted to go in-house, and I 
could only do that because of the time Janelle spent teaching me 
the basics of asset management.”

Janelle’s civic leadership includes serving on the board of Chicago 
Cares where she has participated in community involvement 
activities. Janelle is a member of the Granting Committee of Help 
For Children, which provides grants to child abuse prevention and 
treatment interventions.  Janelle is also a member of the Advisory 
Committee for Invest for Kids. She has coached elementary students 
for Girls on the Run.  Janelle and her family have also served as a host 
family for Safe Families, which provides safe environments for children 
while their parents face challenges presented by homelessness 
and addiction. She and her family welcomed children into their 
home and provided a nurturing and healthy environment. 

Janelle lives in the northern suburbs of Chicago with her 
husband and their two teenage children.

JANELLE IBELING
PARTNER
Sidley Austin
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STEPHANIE JONES
CO-MANAGING PARTNER CHICAGO OFFICE
Gordon & Rees

Stephanie Jones has earned the reputation of having an 
unmatched work ethic, being fiercely devoted to her clients, 
and a natural leader.  This reputation is illustrated by a key 

accomplishment - being named Assistant Managing Partner of 
Gordon Rees Scully Mansukhani, LLP’s Chicago office at the age of 
34. Her firm is the first and only law firm to have offices in all 50 
states and Jones proudly helps manage one of its largest offices.  

As the daughter of two small business owners, protecting 
companies from business interruption and legal risk is part of the 
fabric of who Stephanie Jones is. In her practice, Jones defends 
manufacturers, business owners, premise owners, employers, 
decision-makers, and companies in commercial, business, 
employment, consumer, products liability, professional liability and 
environmental/toxic tort litigation matters. From complex litigation 
to negotiating through business disputes, her experience has 
given her the ability to provide a comprehensive suite of litigation 
services to her clients. Jones has argued before state and federal 
courts and agencies throughout the country, litigated at the trial 
court level and up to the appellate courts, and counseled clients 
through business divorces, regulatory compliance issues for new 
and innovative products, and complex employment disputes. Jones 
currently serves as National Coordinating Counsel to a Fortune 200 
company for nationwide product recall litigation, regional litigation 
counsel for a foreign manufacturing client, and outside general 
employment counsel in employment matters to a national art 
supply company. 

Jones is also active in her support of women in the legal 
community. For example, she was one of the first attorneys in the 
Chicago area to organize and lead a sold-out panel on #MeToo in 
the workplace.  She currently serves as the Vice President of the 
Chicago Chapter of the Coalition of Women’s Initiatives in Law.  She 
is also active in the Women in Law Committee of DRI.

In 2020, Jones was selected as one of the “40 Under Forty” Illinois 
attorneys to watch by the Law Bulletin Media, publishers of Chicago 
Lawyer magazine and the Chicago Daily Law Bulletin. Jones has also 
been named an Illinois “Rising Star” by Thomson Reuters’ Illinois 
Super Lawyers and an Illinois Emerging Lawyer in Commercial 
Litigation and Employment: Management Law by Law Bulletin 
Media Leading Lawyers.

Outside the courtroom, Jones spends her time with her husband, 
two sons, and 14-year old Australian Shepard. She enjoys almost any 
competitive sport, but favors playing tennis, swimming, and running
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DEBBIE KLEBAN
MANAGING PARTNER
Applegate & Thorne-Thomsen

Debbie Kleban is managing partner of Applegate & Thorne-
Thomsen, a national leader in affordable housing and 
community development. An associate at Schiff Hardin when 

she was invited to join four senior partners in founding A&TT, Debbie 
was the only woman with a seat at the Founder’s table and an early 
champion of developing female talent. Her efforts, combined with 
the firm’s active commitment to fostering equal opportunities, has 
contributed to what is today a majority female partnership, with female 
senior management. 

In addition to overseeing the firm’s overall strategy and operations, 
she established A&TT’s New Markets Tax Credit team, a stellar group of 
attorneys and paralegals representing borrowers, investors, and lenders 
in connection with projects and businesses financed utilizing NMTC 
allocation.  

Strong commitments to clients (and the communities they serve) and 
colleagues alike characterize Debbie’s career. 

The former is evident, among many other places, at the intersection of 
61st and Cottage Grove Avenue in Chicago’s Woodlawn neighborhood, 
where three of Kleban’s projects anchor this previously underserved 
community. On one corner is the Hussain MetroSquash Center, home to 
a pioneering program seeking to engage students academically through 
the sport of squash. Across from it, a Jewel-Osco caters to the former 
food desert, and a childcare center provides services on a third corner. 

In addition to these projects, Debbie has overseen the closing of 
multiple development deals over the last 18 months. The North Austin 
Community Center stands out among them, both for its impact in 
the community -- making available best-in-class indoor athletic and 
other recreational facilities to an estimated 25,000 children annually 
in a previously vacant brownfield site – and for its complexity, 
accommodating the desired outcomes of four separate collaborating 
organizations (North Austin Community Center, By the Hand Club 
for Kids, Intentional Sports and Grace and Peace Church) within the 
requirements of a complex financing structure that involved Federal, 
State and private financing sources.

Debbie seeks to inspire her colleagues to contribute their best selves 
to the firm. She actively mentors attorneys and staff, and, having long 
been an active participant in the Women in Tax Credits industry group, 
she has also fostered the development of a similar women’s group within 
the firm. As one example, Debbie worked closely with a young woman 
who joined the firm as a receptionist through a job training program.  
Together, they crafted a career plan to help the woman develop the 
relevant skills that have since led to her current role as senior paralegal 
at A&TT. 

An active participant in the New Markets Tax Credit industry, Debbie 
is a member of the Novogradac New Markets Tax Credit Working 
Group and the New Markets Tax Credit Coalition, helping advocate for 
legislative improvements to and permanency of the New Markets Tax 
Credit program.

Since 1998, Kleban has been involved in various roles with 
Deborah’s Place, a provider of housing and services for homeless 
women in Chicago. She is a former Board President and 
current member of the Board Emeritus and two subsidiary 
boards, and is an active volunteer.
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2020                   ALUMNI

Uma Amuluru

Aurora Austriaco

Margaret Battersby Black

Olivia Bedi

Margaret Benson

Monique “Nikki” Bhargava

Bethany Bisenthal

Cathy Birkeland

Amy Blumenthal

Patricia Bobb

Deane B. Brown

Amy Campanelli

Kara Cenar

Marilee Clausing

Tara Devine

Marci Einstein

Angela Elbert

Amy Garrett

Teresa Wilton Harmon

Corinne Heggie

Margaret Hickey

Laura Hoey

Kristen Hudson

Precious Jacobs

Michele Jochner

 

We congratulate 
Anne Larson,
And all the 2022 Salute! 
Women In Law Honorees 
on their well-deserved honor.

2022
R E C O G N I Z E D  B Y

ANNE E. LARSON

Tier 1 – National Commercial Litigation – Chicago
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2020                   ALUMNI

Elizabeth Kaveny

Sarah King

Erica Kirkwood

Andrea Kramer

Mary Meg McCarthy

Fiona McEntee

Shannon McNulty

Kim Metrick

Julie Miceli

Britt Miller

Katherine Minarik

Linda Myers

Nancy Paridy

Jane Parker

Rebekah Parker

Kristen Prinz

Lorna Propes

Sammi Renken

Meredith Ritchie

Stephanie Scharf

Susan Schwartz

Eileen Sethna

Diane Webster

Mary Wilson

Nicole Wrigley
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2021                   ALUMNI

Lisa Acevado

Kathryn Kovitz Arnold

Laura Ashmore

Avanti Bakane

Kristin Barnette McCarthy

Catherine Basque Weller

Laurel Bellows

Juliet Berger-White

Kimberly Blair

Leah Bruno

Miriam L. Burkland

Susan Capra

Judy Cates

Kate Conway

Rachel Cowen

Leslie Davis

Aimee Delaney

Christina Egan

Elizabether Fegan

Felicia Frazier

Nancy Gerrie

Meighan Harmon

Stacie Hartman

Julianne Hartzell

Lindsay Jenkins
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2021                   ALUMNI

Kenya Jenkins-Wright

Paula Ketcham

Vivian Khalaf

Liv Kiser

Michelle Kohut

Marcy Kott

Jennifer Kraft

Anna Krolikowska

Eileen Letts

Nicole Lttle

Kathy Malamis

Beth McComack

Desiree Moore

Adria. Mossing

Sue Myerscough

Margo O’Donnell

Marcia Owens

Megan Poetzel

Trisha Rich

Jennifer Ries-Buntain

Cindy Sobel

Donna Socol

Malaika Tyson

Anna Wermuth

Gretchen Wolf

Congratulations to

for being named to  
Law Bulletin Media’s list of  
Top Women in the Law.

We honor one of our best 
for making a difference for 
our people, our clients, and 
our communities.

COURTNEY
MAYSTER

muchlaw.com
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EVA KOGUT
FOUNDING PARTNER
Kogut & Wilson, L.L.C.

More than 20 years ago, Eva Matela Kogut joined the 
predominately male-ruled family law ranks with a goal to 
challenge the status quo of women in the legal industry. 

Quickly rising to the challenge while paving the way for up-and-
coming women in the family law and greater legal industry through 
advocacy, mentorship and coaching, she became a top contender 
in the field and now co-owns the family law firm, Kogut & Wilson, 
L.L.C.

Eva concentrates her practice exclusively in family law, in which 
she extensively highlights the collaborative divorce process and 
other alternative dispute resolutions as substitutes to the traditional 
divorce process to allow for a less painful settlement process. She 
positioned herself as a go-to collaborative family law attorney, 
regularly guiding her team and other professionals on collaborative 
best practices in conferences, seminars and podcasts. She shares 
insights at the Illinois Psychological Association, Illinois Affiliation of 
Marriage and Family Therapists, Chicago Bar Association (CBA) and 
DePaul University while also leading various Collaborative Divorce 
Illinois (CDI) training sessions. 

Since becoming a fellow of the CDI more than 10 years ago, she 
strongly advocates for individuals to use the collaborative process. 
She currently serves as co-chair of the CDI’s Training and Education 
Committee. Previously, she served as co-chair of the Collaborative 
Process Subcommittee of CBA’s Domestic Relations Committee and 
managed CDI’s Loop Group Practice Group, following her term as 
Secretary on CDI’s board. 

Throughout her career, Eva has been dedicated to fully 
understanding a client’s personal circumstances and continues to 
place an emphasis on client advocacy and education to ensure 
those who entrust her understand the best route to meet their 
unique needs. In every case, she prioritizes providing compassion 
and getting to know clients outside of their cases to create strong, 
trusted relationships.

Since cofounding Kogut & Wilson, L.L.C. in 2015, Eva took great 
care to mentor an almost exclusively female team of attorneys, law 
clerks and staff. She serves as a role model to the firm and inspires 
those around her to get involved and develop their skills to best 
represent clients.

In the community, St. Monica Academy School Board appointed 
Eva as Legislative Action Person and Hospitality Representative to 
advance the school’s mission and environment. She also served 
as past president of the Young Professional’s Group, a volunteer 
organization formed by Between Friends formerly known as Friends 
of Battered Women and Their Children, where she played an 
instrumental role in the organization’s mission to break the cycle 
of domestic violence.  

Her practice has been honored by leading publications and 
organizations, including annual recognition in the Super, Leading 
and Best Lawyers lists. Eva was also named to Chicago Lawyer’s 
Forty Under 40 Illinois Attorneys to Watch list in 2015 and 

designated by Best Lawyers as the 2021 Chicago Lawyer of the 
Year in Collaborative Law for both family law and mediation.
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FRANCES KRASNOW
PARTNER
Harrison & Held

Fran Krasnow is a highly respected family lawyer who has long 
been a leader in the Chicago community. An experienced trial 
attorney and powerful advocate, Fran also frequently engages 

in mediation and is a certified arbitrator. Fran is a compassionate 
and resourceful attorney whose practice encompasses all areas of 
complex family law, including marital dissolutions, child custody, 
maintenance and child support, relocation, asset identification and 
allocation, and she has extensive experience with prenuptial and 
postnuptial agreements.

With a strong commitment to community service, Fran has 
served on nonprofit boards throughout her entire legal career. She 
is currently Chairman of the Board of the six-state Anti-Defamation 
League Midwest Region. Fran serves on the board of her alma 
mater, Northwestern Pritzker School of Law, as well as the Chicago 
Appleseed Center for Fair Courts.  Fran also serves on the board of 
a Wintrust subsidiary.   

A longtime stalwart advocate for women’s rights, fresh out of 
law school Fran was elected to the board of the Chicago Council 
of Lawyers where she chaired its Women’s Rights Committee and, 
among other things, lobbied legislators in Springfield to pass 
the Equal Rights Amendment. Since that time Fran has chaired 
additional Women’s Rights Committees and Women’s Initiatives. 
She has mentored innumerable young lawyers – and aspiring law 
students – and has even been known to mentor her opposing 
counsel long after a case concludes. 

At Harrison & Held, Fran has been a role model, working with 
individual lawyers on everything ranging from technical skills to 
business development to how to thrive through a pandemic. Fran’s 
partner, Lou Harrison, reports that in the past two years, largely 
through Fran’s leadership, Harrison & Held more than doubled the 
number of its women attorneys.

Fran has received many peer-selected awards including Best 
Lawyers in America in Family Law every year since 2008, among 
others.  She is a Fellow of the American Bar Foundation, and she 
received the ADL Woman of Achievement Award as well as the 
AFHU Leaders of Distinction Award.

Fran and her husband are the parents of four adult children who 
have been kind enough to generate five children of their own (and 
counting). While raising her family, Fran was a founding director of 
the Highland Park school district foundation, ultimately chairing 
that board as well. Fran served as a Highland Park Commissioner, a 
PTA Vice President, and a room mother for at least 15 consecutive 
years. Fran graduated from Northwestern Pritzker School of Law 
where she was awarded the American Trial Lawyers’ Medal for 
Excellence in Advocacy. She graduated Phi Beta Kappa from the 
University of Michigan with a B.A. in Psychology which she uses 
every day in her law practice. In her spare time, Fran likes to bike 
ride and enjoys writing song parodies, having written more than 
100 such tunes to honor her family and friends on their “speed 
limit” birthdays.     
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Anne Larson joined Ogletree in late 2011, after chairing her 
prior law firm’s labor and employment law group. Anne 
elevated to equity shareholder within three years, using the 

Ogletree platform to build a robust national practice representing 
Fortune 100, Fortune 500 and middle market companies in the full 
spectrum of employment litigation. Anne’s practice concentrates 
on high stakes litigation such as Biometric Information Privacy 
Act class actions, Title VII disparate treatment, disparate impact 
and retaliation claims, and Fair Labor Standards Act collective 
actions. Anne’s broad litigation experience has made her a go-to 
counselor and risk manager for clients facing tough C-suite shake-
ups, executive misconduct and terminations, internal harassment 
investigations, threatened disability claims and accommodation 
requests, and Family and Medical Leave Act issues. That allows 
companies to focus on running their businesses and avoid or reduce 
the time drain and expense of litigation. 

Currently, Anne is Co-Chair of the National Board of the Coalition 
of Women’s Initiatives in Law (Coalition), which oversees the Chicago, 
Washington D.C. and New York chapters. She develops programming 
that is thought provoking, entertaining and helps advance women 
in all aspects of their careers. Anne helped create this year’s “Literary 
Lawyers” program which features women lawyers who are also 
authors. Anne received the 2019 “Leadership Award” at the Chicago 
10th Annual Leadership Forum for excellence in lawyering and for 
consistently advocating for women and gender parity in the legal 
profession. Anne is “a tremendous role model and advocate for the 
junior women lawyers at her firm. She is a bright, tenacious, detail-
oriented but pragmatic lawyer who gets great results for her clients 
and sets an example of excellence and professionalism.” Anne gets 
great satisfaction from developing novel legal arguments and 
teaching junior attorneys how she engages with clients to get to 
the heart of the legal issues and facts.  

The Best Lawyers in America awarded Anne “Best Lawyer” honors 
in 2020, 2021 and 2022 for commercial litigation. Super Lawyers 
named Anne one of the “Top 50 Women Illinois Lawyers” for the 
last ten years, and one of the “Top 100 Illinois Lawyers” for the last 
nine years. Anne earned “Top 10 Women Employment Lawyers – 
Management Side” honors from Leading Lawyers in 2015. Anne was 
also named one of the “40 Illinois Attorneys Under 40 to Watch” in 
2001 by the Law Bulletin Publishing Company, an honor bestowed 
on only forty Illinois attorneys each year.

Anne has a passion for the arts and has served as President of the 
Board for both Shattered Globe Theatre and Hedwig Dances. She 
served as Co-Chair of the Chicago Community Trust’s Young Leaders 
Fund, which makes grants to non-profits dedicated to the arts, 
children and economic redevelopment. In her spare time, Anne is a 
voracious reader, cycles the lakefront with her husband and plants 
over a 1000 tulips every fall in her postage-stamp size Chicago yard.

Anne served as Law Clerk to the Honorable George W. Lindberg, 
U.S. District Court for the Northern District of Illinois, and participated 

in several high-profile criminal prosecutions while clerking. She 
spoke at Judge Lindberg’s memorial service on June 20, 2019, 

in the James B. Parsons Ceremonial Courtroom.

ANNE LARSON
SHAREHOLDER
Ogletree Deakins
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JESSICA LINGERTAT
MANAGING PARTNER
Gould & Ratner

Jessica Lingertat steers financings and other transactions related 
to the construction, development and acquisition of offices, 
multifamily, hospitality and other large-scale properties. She 

concentrates on middlemarket lender representation, typically 
loans ranging from $5 million to $40 million. Jessica’s recent matters 
include:

• Transit-oriented development in connection with multifamily 
housing projects in Chicago

• Multiple industrial site acquisitions by national clients
• Complex construction financings ($15-20 million) and value-

add
• loans
• Vertical subdivision projects
• Representing single family and SFR developers in the 

acquisition and planning process for complex horizontal 
development projects In addition, Jessica serves as local 
Chicago and Midwest real estate counsel to national clients 
seeking on-the-ground due diligence, local lender opinion 
work and project guidance.

To address clients’ competitive pressures, Jessica creates 
anefficient deal environment for her lender clients, which include 
traditional banks and other lending institutions with significant real 
estate portfolios.

Jessica has earned a reputation within Chicago’s commercial real 
estate community as a practical deal closer who“finds practical 
solutions rather than causes trouble,” as her clients say. Along the 
path to closing, Jessica secures the full range of protections for 
clients while preserving their important business relationships.

In addition to her representation of real estate lenders, Jessica 
also advises and counsels investors, developers, operators, landlords 
and tenants. Her more than 20-year career includes significant 
experience in mortgage and construction loans, asset-based lending, 
operating lines of credit and other commercial loans, including 
those involving complex distressed assets.

Jessica has received recognition from the Chicago Daily Law 
Bulletin and Chicago Lawyer and is a member of CREW Chicago 
(Commercial Real Estate Executive Women), Real Estate Finance 
Forum and the Chicago Mortgage Attorneys. Association. Jessica is 
a media commentator and program panelist on topical real estate 
issues, including forecasts and trends in real estate markets in the 
Midwest and across the country. She also has been recognized by 
Crain’s Chicago Business as a “Notable Women in Law” for 2020.
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Yvette Loizon is a partner at Clifford Law Offices who uses 
her vast litigation and appellate experience to navigate 
complex legal issues in a variety of civil practice areas 

including aviation, medical malpractice, asbestos contamination, 
and negligent operation of motor vehicles. Yvette is a trusted 
collaborator among her colleagues, and her exemplary research, 
writing, and problem-solving skills have greatly contributed to 
several favorable jury verdicts and settlements with millions of 
dollars in awards for Clifford Law Offices clients.

Yvette began her legal career in the Cook County Criminal Court 
where she served first as a social service caseworker and then as 
a judicial law clerk while attending night school. Yvette went 
on to serve as law clerk to the Honorable Joseph Gordon in the 
Illinois Appellate Court and to the Honorable Thomas Fitzgerald 
in the Illinois Supreme Court, routinely addressing issues of first-
impression in Illinois law. She has the unique experience of clerking 
and practicing at every level of the State court system and is well-
respected as both a trial and appellate attorney.

Yvette has written and collaborated on hundreds of appellate 
briefs, successfully argued multiple cases in the Illinois Appellate 
and Supreme Courts and is currently a member of the Illinois Trial 
Lawyers Association’s Amicus Committee. As a prosecutor in the 
Cook County State’s Attorney’s Office for over a decade, Yvette tried 
the first terrorism and first RICO prosecutions ever brought in an 
Illinois state court, as well as several other complex financial crimes 
cases. She also supervised a specialized violent crimes investigation 
unit designed to focus law enforcement resources on neighborhoods 
most impacted by violence and was cross-designated as a Special 
Assistant United States Attorney where she focused on long-term 
violent crime investigations and organized crime. Yvette most 
recently served as Chief Legal Counsel for the Illinois State Police. 
She oversaw the ISP’s legal department and provided guidance 
and advice to the ISP and the Governor’s Office on a multitude of 
legal and legislative issues impacting law enforcement, particularly 
during the early stages of the COVID-19 crisis. Yvette has dedicated 
her career to promoting public safety and seeking justice for victims.

Yvette, who was born and raised on the far south side, is the 
youngest of five children of immigrant parents who instilled in her 
a strong work ethic and motivation to help and protect others. 
She is a graduate of Lake Forest College and the Illinois Institute of 
Technology-Chicago Kent Law School. She and her husband, who 
is also an attorney, reside in the Beverly neighborhood of Chicago, 
and they are the proud parents of four children. Yvette sits on 
the Board of a non-profit organization that provides arts-related 
opportunities to youth in the Chicago area and has faithfully served 
her community as a member of the School and Parish Advisory 
Boards, a mock trial, volleyball, and basketball coach, and as an 
active volunteer for numerous school and charity events.

YVETTE C. LOIZON
PARTNER
Clifford Law Office
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LINDSEY PAIGE MARKUS
PRINCIPAL
Chuhak & Tecson, P.C.

As a principal and leader of Chuhak & Tecson’s 24-attorney 
Trusts & Estates Group, Lindsey Paige Markus exemplifies 
a woman leader in law. In only 10 years, Lindsey rose from 

law clerk to the firm’s first woman practice group leader and first 
woman shareholder in Chuhak & Tecson’s then 30-year history. 

Licensed in Illinois, New York and Florida, Lindsey has a national 
practice where she works closely with business owners and families 
in advising on estate planning, business formation, planning their 
estates, minimizing gift and estate taxation and formulating 
succession plans to create a lasting legacy for their families and 
charitable organizations. The success of her practice is a credit to 
Lindsey’s early career in business, finance and clinically applied 
neuroscience and years of honing her legal skills to help clients find 
a sense of peace and security, while providing them with complex, 
innovative solutions.

Lindsey is as natural mentor and educator, mentoring women 
and men attorneys throughout Chuhak & Tecson and creating 
collaborative teams in a positive environment. As a compassionate, 
empathetic, caring, responsive and accessible educator, she tackles 
diverse subjects such as complex 1202 planning for founders, assisted 
reproductive technology and cryptocurrency, through a multitude 
of publications, speaking engagements, television appearances. 
Lindsey’s book, A Gift for the Future was released on Amazon in 
spring 2022 and quickly became a #1 Best Seller in legal self-help 
and #1 new release in several categories. While the most challenging 
project Lindsey has undertaken, the process of writing the book was 
a true labor of love. A Gift for the Future is her way to give back—to 
those who have mentored her, to clients she has worked with and 
others she may work with in the future, and to those who want to 
educate themselves prior to making the all-important commitment 
to work with an estate planning professional.

Russ Sullivan, who served on the Senate Finance Committee for 
14 years as chief tax counsel and staff director, wrote a noteworthy 
forward for the book: “A Gift for the Future is an excellent, in-depth 
guide for estate planning with the current tax code…. Lindsey shows 
the reader how to get started and explains how to compassionately 
engage in some of these difficult conversations, all in a readable 
style. Death and taxes are inevitable for all of us, making this book a 
wonderful tool for everyone.” 

Passionate about philanthropy and giving back, Lindsey is a 
founding member of Chuhak & Tecson’s Women Helping Women 
program, sits on the Jewish United Fund’s Executive Board, Advocate 
Charitable Foundation’s Gift Planning Advisory Committee and 
co-chair’s American Technion Society’s Midwest Planned Giving 
Committee. Lindsey has been recognized in countless publications, 
including Leading Lawyers, Super Lawyers, 40 Illinois Attorneys 
Under 40 to Watch by Chicago Lawyer and Chicago Daily Law 
Bulletin, Crain’s Chicago Business as a 2021 Notable Gen X Leaders 
in Accounting, Consulting and Law and Crain’s Notable Women in 
Law. 
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COURTNEY MAYSTER
PRINCIPAL
Much Shelist

Courtney is a principal at Much, a full-service law firm with 
offices in Chicago, Illinois and Newport Beach, California. 
She is a go-to resource for Much’s 150+ attorneys and staff 

members, taking on numerous leadership roles since she joined the 
firm in November 2009. Courtney currently serves as a member 
of Much’s Management Committee and as the firm’s Marketing 
Partner.

Deep industry experience and a network of key relationships 
define Courtney’s legal practice. Buyers, sellers, investors, and 
lenders rely on her insight for real estate transactions involving 
commercial, industrial, and multifamily properties. With projects 
ranging from acquisitions and dispositions to financings and 
developments, Courtney is known for her ability to get a deal over 
the finish line. 

For many years, Courtney advised Cinespace Film Studios, the 
North Lawndale facility used to shoot shows like Chicago Fire, 
Fargo, and Empire, and home to CineCares, a program to provide 
underserved communities with job training in the entertainment 
industry. In November 2021, Courtney helped close the $1.3 billion 
sale of Cinespace Chicago and Cinespace Toronto. The landmark 
transaction was an extraordinary moment for a longtime client who 
trusted Courtney and the Much team during every phase of the 
business lifecycle.

In June 2021, Courtney was elected to Much’s Management 
Committee. She is an integral part of efforts to continually elevate 
operations, retain and recruit top talent, and drive strategic growth. 
In every initiative she champions, Courtney embodies Much’s 
entrepreneurial spirit and prioritizes an inclusive, people-first culture 
that supports employees and clients alike.

Courtney also guides the Much brand as the firm’s Marketing 
Partner. With a penchant for pushing the envelope, she coaches both 
new associates and seasoned partners on innovative approaches to 
business development and client service.

Outside of the office, Courtney spends her time burning energy in 
a yoga sculpt class or exploring all that her hometown has to offer, 
often with her two pups Winston and Bisous. Family and friends – 
who affectionately call her “Zagat” – depend on her for the best 
restaurant recommendations and on-the-pulse knowledge of city 
happenings. Courtney’s love of Chicago is her trademark, and it 
shows up in the tremendous work she does in the office and beyond. 
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KATHLEEN MCDONOUGH
OF COUNSEL
Wilson Elser

Kathleen McDonough has more than 25 years of experience in state and 
federal courts across the country and regularly provides transactional and 
business consulting services to a variety of corporate entities. She also has 

worked extensively in the areas of mass tort, product liability, and employment 
litigation and consulting, and she has several years’ experience with financial crime 
cases, including the implementation of risk management, insurance carrier and 
public relations processes. Kathleen’s clients come from major sectors, including 
retail, advertising, manufacturing and transportation, among others.

Kathleen is a regular speaker, including at the Women in Law Leadership Event 
& Reception in June 2017 and the Seventh Annual Symposium with the Judges in 
2016, and is widely quoted in a variety of local and national publications.

Outside General Counsel
Kathleen’s experience as a former law firm managing partner and general 

counsel, as well as her approachability and broad knowledge of each client’s 
industry, give her entrée to the boardroom where she provides targeted litigation 
strategies along with highly valued advice and guidance. Kathleen leverages 
Wilson Elser’s scope and national footprint as well the collective experience 
and resources of the entire firm to provide clients with the highest-quality 
representation.

Litigation
Representing both insurers and insureds, Kathleen handles product liability, 

transportation, commercial litigation and employment issues. Given her expansive 
range of skills, she also takes on class actions, efficiently resolving claims that are 
straightforward and local or complex and multijurisdictional.

Employment & Labor
Kathleen assists clients with a broad range of employment transactional and 

contract matters, restrictive covenants and non-compete disputes, labor force 
reductions and grievances under collective bargaining agreements. To prevent 
lawsuits and administrative actions from arising in the first place, she works 
proactively with clients to create a culture that reduces legal exposure and avoids 
specific situations that can give rise to claims.

Transportation
On behalf of shippers, carriers and their insurers, Kathleen is committed to 

staying abreast of legislative, regulatory, technological and other developments 
that will have an impact on the transportation industry. She also prepares 
transportation agreements and shipping terms and conditions, conducts 
evaluations of third-party administrators, conducts insurance/reinsurance reviews 
and audits, and prepares policy wording. Kathleen represents clients before federal 
and state regulatory agencies and taps into Wilson Elser’s network of established 
experts whose credibility in the required fields supplements her superior legal 
performance.

Pharmaceuticals & Medical Devices
Kathleen has extensive experience in pharmaceutical and medical device 

litigation, working in close collaboration with drug and device clients. Acting 
in various capacities, including national coordinating counsel, litigation and 
trial counsel, she defends suits against name-brand and generic drugs 
and approved or cleared medical devices. The firm’s national in-house 
infrastructure serves to facilitate her defense of large, cross-jurisdictional 
mass tort litigation. Over the years, Kathleen has served as national 
counsel for a large network of physicians sued in the fen-phen 
litigation, and served as national counsel for a corporation 
sued in connection with the MDL ephedra litigation, which 
was pending in the U.S. District Court for the Southern 
District of New York.
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ELIZABETH MCMEEN
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Chicago Bar Association

Eizabeth McMeen is the first woman to serve as the Chicago 
Bar Association’s Executive Director and was promoted to 
the position in September 2020. As the Executive Director, 

she manages the day-to-day administration of a staff of 25 while 
ensuring the development and implementation of the CBA’s 
strategic priorities.  She serves on the Board of Managers which 
decides all policy issues for the CBA. 

After earning her J.D. from the University of Wisconsin Law School 
in the fall of 1990, Beth was hired as a law clerk to Cook County 
Circuit Judge Donald P. O’Connell, then the presiding judge of 
the Law Division. She spent 9 years there, moving up to Assistant 
Director then Executive Officer of the Circuit Court during her 
tenure. Along the way, her desire to serve the legal community drew 
her to the CBA. 

Beth became co-chair of the YLS Moot Court Committee in the 
Spring of 1991 and helped lead the committee for two years. In 1993, 
she became the Director of the YLS where she assisted committees 
with planning meetings, finding speakers, and working on special 
events. She moved up the ranks of the YLS in the following years and 
was appointed YLS Chair in 1997. As YLS Chair she hosted gatherings 
of young lawyers’ sections from midwestern bar associations – part 
of the ABA YLD affiliate outreach program, published Young Lawyers 
Professional Responsibility Guide and the paper Becoming an Adult:  
Your Rights and Responsibilities, and helped lead the Career Fair for 
children of the Cabrini-Green Housing Project. 

Beth officially joined the CBA staff in 1999 as its CLE director. She 
held that position for 10 years, enhancing and expanding the bar 
group’s educational offerings. As CLE Director, she created nearly 
100 unique and engaging programs each year, turning the CBA’s 
CLE programming into one of its top member benefits and a key 
revenue generator. Under her direction, the CBA started recording 
all the programs so they could be viewed by members to earn their 
credits. 

In 2010, Beth was promoted to Assistant Executive Director, 
working closely with long-time CBA Executive Director Terry Murphy. 
Working closely with staff, the board, and members positioned 
Elizabeth to succeed Terry Murphy as Executive Director when he 
retired in 2020.  Under her leadership, the CBA has continued to 
thrive even during the most trying times of the pandemic, guiding 
the CBA’s efforts to address and meet members’ needs virtually. As 
the CBA nears its 150th anniversary in 2024, Beth looks forward to 
shepherding the continued success of the CBA and its members 
as we work together to maximize our impact as lawyers in the 
profession, the justice system, and the public we serve. 

Beth lives in La Grange, IL with her husband, Kevin.  Her son, Jack, 
is a senior at Marquette University and her daughter, Eleanor, is a 
sophomore at Tulane University.
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When Katy Mickelson joined Beermann LLP as a law clerk 
in 2004 and then an attorney in 2005, she knew she had 
found a home. Beermann, the largest family law firm 

in Illinois that has zealously represented clients for over 60 years, 
already subscribed to the idea of caring for its clients, an attribute 
that Katy has continued to stress to every individual she represents. 
Now, 17 years later, as the only partner who has risen from law clerk 
to equity partner, Katy channels that same drive, dedication, and 
tenacity into each case she handles, representing her clients and their 
complex financial estates and sensitive family matters with the utmost 
discretion and confidentiality. 

From business owners and professional athletes to some of Chicago’s 
most influential rain makers, Katy’s clients come to her not only 
for her reputation among colleagues and judges as being prepared, 
responsive, and attentive to the smallest of details, but for her no-
nonsense, practical approach to the family law practice. Looking at 
divorce and family law issues pragmatically, Katy crafts strategies that 
result in a resolution that is efficient, expeditious, and drama-free. 
She understands and appreciates that no client is the same and that 
long after family law matters are resolved, the individual remains. This 
understanding has driven Katy to ensure that her clients are treated 
with respect, their needs are met, and they emerge from family law 
conflict feeling empowered and whole.

Katy’s ability to listen and “hear” her clients, and then convert these 
goals into real results, makes her one of Chicago’s most influential 
family law attorneys. She was recognized early on as a leader in her 
field, being named one of the Law Bulletin Publishing Company’s 40 
Under 40 Illinois Attorneys to Watch in 2012. Katy was named a Rising 
Star by Super Lawyers Magazine for the years 2010 and 2012 to 2015, 
a Super Lawyer since 2021, a Leading Lawyer since 2015, a Best Lawyer 
since 2019, and one of Crain’s Media’s Most Notable Women Attorneys 
in 2018.

Given the ever pressing need to resolve cases creatively, Katy became 
a certified mediator through the Center for Conflict Resolution and 
participated in the Litigation & Alternative Dispute Resolution program 
in law school at Chicago-Kent College of Law. Given that not all cases 
can be resolved in an ADR setting, however, Katy quickly learned to 
adapt her skills in the courtroom when litigation is the only alternative.  

A University of Michigan graduate, Katy is dedicated to educating 
others on family related matters, having been a featured guest on 
multiple podcasts, participated as a panel speaker for the Illinois 
Institute of Continuing Legal Education, the Illinois State Bar 
Association and the Chicago Bar Association, and authored articles 
and blogs for prominent non-legal and legal publications, such as 
the American Bar Association Journal. She was recently inducted as a 
Fellow in the American Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers.

When she is not counseling clients, Katy makes sure to mentor newer 
attorneys, recognizing the importance of leading by example.  Katy 
has held leadership positions in several non-profit organizations 
including the Women’s Bar Association, CARPLS Legal Aid, and 
Make-A-Wish Illinois. Currently, she is serving as President of 
the Chicago Council of the American Writers’ Museum, 
where she hopes to make an impact in the ever-
changing world of fundraising. 

KATHRYN MICKELSON
EQUITY PARTNER
Beerman LLP
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KAREN MUNOZ
PARTNER
Dolan Law

Karen Munoz is a lawyer and wellness advocate.  As a 
managing partner at Dolan Law, a boutique trial law firm, 
she is dedicated to serving and representing clients who 

have suffered traumatic injuries and who have been victims of crime. 
Her work on cases has led to impactful changes in laws designed to 
better protect people. Working towards positive change through 
advocacy whenever possible is a tenet of her practice.

As a personal injury attorney, she has had the privilege of 
representing a diverse range of clients.  Being the first-born child 
of immigrants to go onto higher education has helped deepen 
her connection and better understand her clients.  Her ability to 
communicate in two languages has been a great benefit in the 
practice. She has helped clients from all backgrounds through 
unimaginable trauma and tragedy. From clients who have been 
sexually assaulted, whose children have been shot and killed, and 
who have suffered traumatic brain injuries that have changed the 
course of their lives. Her representation and duty to these clients has 
been not only to advocate her hardest for civil justice on their behalf, 
but to be a trusted counselor and walk through their pain, loss, and 
grief alongside them. A lot of her practice is devoted to helping 
clients lead better lives.  While a legal matter may have brought 
them to Dolan Law, she seeks ways in which to help empower those 
who have had their agency and power taken from them through 
trauma or tragedy. Woven through her practice are finding ways to 
encourage and support clients.  

Ms. Munoz is very active in the legal community. In 2016, she 
joined the Board of Ascend Justice (formerly the Domestic Violence 
Legal Clinic). She now serves as President of the Board. The mission 
of Ascend is to empower individuals and families impacted by 
gender-based violence or the child welfare system to achieve safety 
and stability through holistic legal advocacy and system reform. 
Ascend Justice provides free legal assistance to survivors of gender-
based violence and families impacted by the child welfare system. 

Wellness and mindfulness for lawyers and in the workplace is very 
important to Karen. She is a certified yoga teacher and has taught 
pro bono yoga for the Illinois Lawyers Assistance Program. She was 
a member of the Illinois Task Force on Lawyer Well-Being.  She is 
vigorously engaged in teaching, writing, and providing workshops 
that promote lawyer well-being by serving on legal committees and 
providing wellness support to law firms and legal organizations. 
Since the start of her career, she has been a contributor on wellness 
topics for a variety of Law Bulletin publications.   She is a firm 
believer that we can truly serve our client’s best-interests and fulfill 
our ethical obligations by being healthy and balanced individuals. 
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Jennifer Naber dedicates her legal career to defending private, 
non-profit, and public sector employers in federal and state 
litigation involving a variety of employment-related matters. 

Notably, Jennifer has earned a highly regarded reputation for 
defending clients in high-stakes class action and single plaintiff 
wage and hour litigation. She also regularly advises clients on best 
practices, risk management, and legal compliance to assist clients 
on reducing the risk of litigation. After working for the Corporation 
Counsel’s Office for the City of Chicago in its Employment 
Litigation Division, Jennifer joined Laner Muchin in 1997 and now 
serves on the firm’s executive committee and co-chairs the firm’s 
litigation group.

Jennifer is an integral part of the legal community as well 
as the firm and has earned the recognition of her peers and 
colleagues for her efforts to mentor others and create an inclusive 
environment. Jennifer’s efforts dedicated toward mentorship have 
made her a leader who her colleagues can always look to for sage 
advice. Throughout her 34-year legal career, Jennifer has invested 
considerable effort to mentoring women attorneys and motivates 
them to value their wellness and identity in addition to improving 
their legal skills. She recognizes and develops the strengths in 
individuals while helping them to embrace their authentic selves 
in becoming great lawyers. In her multi-faceted roles in the firm, 
Jennifer supports young lawyers in reaching their full potential in 
their careers.

Jennifer also leads the firm’s DEI committee as its chair. Jennifer 
has championed various programs to advance the firm’s values 
and culture, developing an internal DEI newsletter to foster a sense 
of community at the firm, and working with various internal and 
outside resources to cultivate a culture of belonging and inclusion. 
In addition, Jennifer serves as the firm’s Ethics Committee chair, 
in a role through which her exceptional leadership skills guide 
her colleagues to meet their professional obligations and provide 
ethical representation for clients. 

Clients continually praise Jennifer for her legal and practical 
knowledge, her exceptional work ethic, and her efforts to 
understand her clients’ operations and goals. Jennifer is a strong 
advocate for her clients, and she applies her experience to achieve 
the best result for their individual business needs while reducing 
legal risks. 

Outside of her professional life, Jennifer focuses her time on 
supporting under-served youth within the community. As a board 
member and HR Committee Chair of Youth Guidance, she helps 
the organization deliver counseling to at-risk youth throughout 
Chicagoland and across the country. She is a vocal ambassador and 
program champion, especially for YG’s Working on Womanhood 
(WOW) program in its mission to counsel young women to 
overcome challenges, including trauma, and to enable them to 
focus on their education, achieve their goals, and succeed in life. 
Jennifer’s involvement in the community further exemplifies her 
commitment towards mentorship and helping individuals 
reach their potential.

JENNIFER NABER
PARTNER
Laner Muchin
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EMILY NEWHOUSE DILLINGHAM
PARTNER
Benesch

Emily Newhouse Dillingham is a partner in Benesch’s Litigation 
Practice Group.  She represents clients in complex commercial 
litigation, with an emphasis on consumer fraud, false 

advertising, and trade secret misappropriation. She has experience 
with all phases of litigation, including successfully representing 
clients at trial, authoring and arguing dispositive motions and 
appeals, taking and defending depositions, and managing all stages 
of the discovery process.

Emily is an adjunct professor at Northwestern University School of 
Law. She graduated with a BA in English Literature, with distinction, 
from the University of Virginia in 2001 and received her JD, cum 
laude, from Northwestern University Pritzer School of Law in 2006, 
where she served as the Membership Editor of the Northwestern 
University Law Review. Emily clerked for the Honorable Robert W. 
Gettleman on the US District Court for the Northern District of 
Illinois from 2006-2008.

Emily maintains an active pro bono practice, with an emphasis 
on immigration policy litigation. She has co-authored numerous 
petitions for certiorari filed with the United States Supreme 
Court, and she has worked on many pro bono civil rights matters 
with counsel from the American Bar Association Death Penalty 
Representation Project, Americans United for Separation of Church 
and State, the Southern Poverty Law Center, Muslim Advocates, 
and the Constitution Project. She is a frequent guest speaker on 
podcasts and radio programs, both in the US and abroad, regarding 
legal challenges to federal immigration policies.

Prior to law school, Emily spent two years working in the Federal 
Trade Commission’s Office of General Counsel, where she focused 
on analysis of antitrust and consumer protection legislation.
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Paulita Pike is managing partner of Ropes & Gray’s Chicago 
office and a partner in the firm’s asset management group. 
A skilled communicator known for her extensive knowledge 

of the registered funds landscape, Paulita represents every type 
of registered product, including open- and closed-end funds, 
ETFs, funds of hedge funds, and funds investing in private equity. 
Her work with investment advisers often involves structuring 
innovative investment products and navigating the regulatory 
and compliance hurdles associated with bringing these products 
to market. Paulita’s advice spans the full range of registered 
investment vehicles on everything from M&A and registration 
questions to investigations and cybersecurity. She also counsels 
boards of directors on all aspects of governance, regulatory risks, 
industry trends and insurance matters.   

Paulita has been widely recognized for her work on behalf of 
clients, including twice being named a Chicago “Notable Woman 
Lawyer” by Crain’s Chicago Business and “Independent Counsel of 
the Year” by Fund Directions. Most recently, she has collaborated 
with clients to pioneer in the ETF space, advised on investments 
in cryptocurrencies and other emerging asset classes, and helped 
clients work through top-of-mind governance issues raised by asset 
management M&A. Clients value Paulita’s ability to provide timely, 
practical and business-focused advice.

Paulita’s experience extends to industry-related work, including 
speaking regularly at conferences and serving on industry group 
advisory boards, such as BoardIQ and the Mutual Fund Directors 
Forum. She also teaches courses in mutual fund regulation at 
Notre Dame Law School and Northwestern Pritzker School of Law.  

Paulita is passionate about giving back to her community, 
whether through civic engagement, pro bono work, or efforts 
to further diversity, equity and inclusion. In June 2022, Paulita 
was named to the University of Notre Dame Board of Trustees. 
In addition to serving on boards and committees of the Chicago 
Shakespeare Theatre and the Art Institute of Chicago, Paulita 
regularly provides pro bono representation to indigent immigrants. 
She is also a member of Ropes & Gray’s diversity committee; leads 
the Chicago diversity, equity and inclusion committee; and is active 
with the firm’s Women’s Forum, among other initiatives.

PAULITA PIKE
MANAGING PARTNER OF THE CHICAGO OFFICE
Ropes & Gray LLP
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JENNIFER ROSATO PEREA
DEAN OF COLLEGE OF LAW
DePaul University College of Law

Dean Rosato Perea is one of the most experienced deans in 
the country, and one of only a small number of Latina law 
school deans.  She currently is in her fifteenth year as a dean, 

beginning her eighth year as Dean at DePaul University College of 
Law.  Before joining DePaul, she served as dean of Northern Illinois 
University College of Law and as acting dean at Drexel University 
Thomas N. Kline School of Law in its inaugural year.

As a nationally recognized leader in legal education, Dean Rosato 
Perea has led various initiatives related to student engagement, 
professionalism and experiential learning. Under her leadership, 
DePaul College of Law has seen improvement in student success 
and increased recognition for its academic programs.  An essential 
part of her success is engaging alumni of all generations as 
thought leaders, mentors, and future employers.  More generally, 
Dean Rosato Perea is dedicated to building bridges between legal 
education and the legal profession, and to partnering with other 
community and bar organizations to enhance student experiences 
and expand access to justice. She has served on the Illinois Board of 
Admissions to the Bar (ex officio), the Justice Entrepreneurs Project 
Advisory Board, and the ISBA Task Force on Legal Education and 
Student Debt.

Dean Rosato Perea is frequently asked to share her views on the 
future of legal education before a variety of national and regional 
organizations, including the Association of American Law Schools 
(AALS) and the American Bar Association. She was recently featured 
in the AALS American Law School Dean Study.

She has shown a long-standing commitment to diversity through 
her presentations and trainings, her mentoring of students and 
lawyers, and her participation in a variety of pipeline programs. 
She hopes that these programs will help students gain the skills, 
knowledge, and experiences every student should have to maximize 
their success in law school. For example, DePaul College of Law 
recently initiated a mentoring program for first-year students from 
underrepresented populations, and the First Generation in Law 
Scholars Program (FGLP), a comprehensive pipeline program for 
college students. 

Dean Rosato Perea has received a number of honors and awards 
reflecting her commitment to legal education and diversity in 
the profession.  Most recently, she is the recipient of the Hispanic 
National Bar Foundation 2022 Academic Leadership Award;   2021 
Diversity Scholarship Foundation, Advocate for Diversity Award; and 
the Hispanic Lawyers Association of Illinois Aguila Award in 2020.  
She also has received a Board of Governors Award and Honorary 
Fellow Award from the Illinois State Bar Association.

Dean Rosato Perea received her Juris Doctor from the University of 
Pennsylvania Law School and her Bachelors of Science from Cornell 
University, where she majored in social work.  She lives in Chicago 
with her husband and dog, and enjoys running any distance from 
5Ks to half-marathons.
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Cari F. Silverman has spent her entire legal career at Levin and 
Perconti focusing her practice on many types of personal injury 
and wrongful death cases, including nursing home abuse and 

neglect, medical malpractice, birth injuries, car and trucking accidents, 
and product and premises liability matters. Cari began as a law clerk at 
Levin & Perconti and was hired as an associate in 2011. She was named 
to the Law Bulletin Publishing Company’s list of “40 Illinois Attorneys 
Under 40 to Watch” in 2014 and became a partner at the firm in 2020. 
Also in 2020, Cari was named to the Emerging Lawyers Magazine list 
of “Top 10 Emerging Lawyers in Illinois” in all areas of law. Today Cari 
litigates many of the firm’s most high profile and complex cases and 
has helped obtain tens of millions of dollars in settlements and verdicts 
for their clients.  She also helps train the firm’s new hires and mentors 
younger lawyers.  

Cari recently helped obtain a $20 million verdict for a mother and her 
son who suffered a birth injury. Hospital staff at Advocate Christ Hospital 
and Medical Center failed to perform a timely cesarean section resulting 
in a brain injury from a lack of oxygen to the newborn baby. Due to their 
negligence, the boy will require lifelong medical, personal and financial 
care. 

In 2022, Cari also obtained a $5 million dollar settlement on behalf of 
a woman who was injured while being treated for psychiatric conditions 
as an inpatient.  

Cari helped obtain a $12 million dollar jury verdict in 2018 for the family 
of a woman who died from lung cancer after a chest X-ray revealed an 
abnormality that her physicians never informed her about. According to 
the Jury Verdict Reporter, the verdict is the highest ever reported cancer-
related wrongful-death verdict or settlement.

Also in 2018, Cari helped secure a $7 million dollar jury verdict for 
the family of a veteran who died after he climbed out of a moving 
ambulance.

Cari successfully represented a woman in a medical malpractice case 
against Rush University Medical Center in 2013, negotiating a $6 million 
settlement for a patient who suffered a cardiac event, resulting in a 
hypoxic injury, following a CT scan. 

Cari has an undergraduate degree in finance from the University 
of Illinois College of Business and obtained her juris doctorate from 
University of Illinois College of Law. When she entered law school, Cari 
did not plan to be a trial lawyer. But after clerking at Levin and Perconti 
and being mentored by other attorneys at the firm, particularly female 
ones, Cari decided this was the area of law she wanted to pursue. 

“Having strong and supportive female mentors at Levin & Perconti 
really shaped and inspired my career in so many ways,” said Cari Silverstein. 
“I get great personal satisfaction being a trial lawyer representing people 
and families often at the worst times in their lives and helping them get 
the justice they deserve. But without the encouragement of my female 
mentors and the example they provided, I may never have become a 
trial lawyer and pursued this area of the law.”  

Cari also credits the firm’s culture, including its commitment to 
giving young lawyers opportunities to excel and work on big 
cases for her success.  She is committed to “pay forward” the 
support and mentoring she has received there. 

CARI SILVERMAN
PARTNER
Levin & Perconti
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Cardelle Spangler is the managing partner of Winston’s 
Chicago office. She has represented clients in complex class 
action, collective action, multi-plaintiff, and single plaintiff 

employment litigation. Cardelle has substantial trial experience 
before state and federal courts, as well as arbitrators. She has 
successfully defended collective action lawsuits brought under 
the Fair Labor Standards Act; class action lawsuits brought under 
ERISA alleging breaches of fiduciary duties against corporate and 
individual defendants; claims brought under ERISA for denial of 
benefits and discrimination; claims brought under various state 
and federal statutes for age, race, sex, color, religion, and disability 
discrimination and/or harassment; and common law and/or 
statutory claims for unfair competition, misappropriation of trade 
secrets, and various torts. Cardelle has also conducted harassment 
and other investigations, drafted employment and independent 
contractor agreements, and conducted labor and employment 
training.

In 2010, Cardelle was appointed by a federal judge to serve as 
compliance administrator for the Cook County Recorder of Deeds. 
Her responsibilities include(d), among other things, adjudicating 
employee claims of unlawful political discrimination, including 
awarding damages where appropriate; training the Recorder, 
supervisors and employees on unlawful political discrimination; 
monitoring and reporting on employment actions of the office; 
drafting an employment plan for approval by the parties and the 
court to ensure proper policies and procedures are established 
and followed to help prevent unlawful political discrimination in 
the office; and filing periodic public reports with the court on the 
office’s progress toward substantially complying with the terms of 
the court’s order.

Cardelle was recognized by The Best Lawyers in America® as 
the 2021 “Lawyer of the Year” in Litigation-Labor and Employment. 
She has been selected as a 2017, 2018, 2019, and 2020 Illinois “Super 
Lawyer.” She was recognized as a “Labor & Employment Star” in 
the 2020 edition of Benchmark Litigation. She was also selected 
as a 2016 “Leading Woman Lawyer” by Law Bulletin. Cardelle was 
selected as a 2015 Illinois Super Lawyer and an Illinois “Rising Star.” 
In addition, Cardelle was selected as a 2015 “Leading Lawyer” by Law 
Bulletin.

In February 2022, Cardelle was among the team of lawyers 
named as runners-up for “Litigator of the Week” by The American 
Lawyer for their representation of current and former members of 
the U.S. Women’s National Team in their landmark settlement of 
the equal pay portion of their lawsuit seeking to equalize pay and 
working conditions between the men’s and women’s U.S. national 
soccer teams.

Cardelle is a member of the firm’s Associate Evaluation 
Committee. She is also a member of the board of directors of the 
Academy of Urban Schools Leadership.

CARDELLE SPANGLER
MANAGING PARTNER OF THE CHICAGO OFFICE
Winston & Strawn LLP
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Jill Webb is the founding partner of Law Office of Jill M. Webb 
LLC, an elite Plaintiff’s personal injury firm.  She concentrates 
her practice in wrongful death and catastrophic injury cases 

where she has achieved numerous record settlements and verdicts. 
Jill has tried cases in Illinois state and federal courts, as well as in 
Indiana and Wisconsin.

Since a young age, Jill always wanted to be a trial lawyer.  
Starting with speech and drama classes, to the debate team at 
Northwestern University, the trial team at Chicago-Kent College 
of Law, President-elect of the American Board of Trial Advocates - 
Illinois Chapter, she has followed that dream.  The American Board 
of Trial Advocates (ABOTA) is an invitation-only organization of top-
notch plaintiff and defense trial attorneys.  She will soon serve her 
third year as an ABOTA National Board Representative, and second 
year as co-chair of its Civility and Professionalism Committee.  In 
addition to ABOTA, she serves on the elected Board of Managers 
of the Illinois Trial Lawyers Association.  Since 2014, she has been 
a member of the Society of Trial Lawyers, another invitation-only 
organization of both plaintiff and defense trial attorneys, and 
served on its Board of Directors from 2018-2020.  The International 
Society of Barristers inducted her as a Fellow in 2019.

After starting her own personal injury firm in March 2016, the 
firm secured $16 million in settlements in its first year.  Chicago 
Lawyer Magazine ranked her firm #15 in the state in the Annual 
Settlement Report in 2017.  Since opening her firm, she has received 
numerous awards and recognitions including:  Leadings Lawyers 
ranked her # 7 of the Top 10 Women Lawyers (2022); Top 100 Illinois 
Super Lawyers (2019-2022), Top 50 Women Illinois Super Lawyers 
(2018-2022), Leading Lawyers Top 100 Consumer Lawyer (2020-
2021), Distinguished Service Award from Chicago-Kent College of 
Law (2018), and a Top Women Lawyer in Leadership Award from 
the Women’s Bar Association of Illinois (2017). 

In 2015, she received a Trial Lawyer Excellence Award from the 
Illinois Jury Verdict Reporter for a $17.5 million record medical 
negligence settlement in Peoria County, Illinois.  She was 
recognized by the National Law Journal for one of the country’s 
Top 100 verdicts for a $25 million verdict in Lake County, Indiana 
in a wrongful death case against a drunk driver, the driver’s 
corporation, and two dram shops.

Mentoring is important to Jill.  She participates in Chicago-Kent’s 
Women in Law and Lawyer to Lawyer mentorship programs. 
Her charitable work includes supporting World Bicycle Relief, 
an organization that donates and distributes bicycles to school 
children, mostly girls, in rural Africa.  Jill and her family traveled to 
Zambia and distributed 120 bicycles to school children in 2019.  She 
enjoys spending time with her husband and 13-year-old son and is 
honored to receive this award. 

JILL WEBB
FOUNDER & PARTNER
Law Office of Jill Webb


